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The structure and dynamics of hydration of ammonia/ammonium and methylamine/methylammonium systems
have been studied by Car-Parrinello molecular dynamics simulation. While methylamine interacts weakly
with the aqueous environment, the interaction of ammonia is found to be much stronger than expected. Both
protonated species show a highly structured first solvation sphere. The solvent exchange mechanisms for all
species were also investigated, along with the geometry of the hydration spheres. Comparison of these exchange
mechanisms with that published for the ammonium ion shows only a minor difference. Analysis of the
respective distribution functions has allowed insight into the thermodynamics of solvation for both systems.
The calculated pKa values (9.23/10.65) correspond very closely with the published experimental values of
9.25 and 10.65.

I. Introduction

During the past decade the modeling of condensed phases
has received a large amount of attention.1-5 The development
of computing power, new tools and methods as well as improved
force-fields, higher basis sets, and more sophisticated functionals
has made computational chemistry an important tool for
researchers. An increasingly popular techniquesthe ab initio
MD simulation procedureshas been developed to improve the
investigation of condensed phases. In particular the Car-
Parrinello approach,6 based on density functional theory, showed
high applicability to such systems.1,7 The main advantage of
the use of ab initio MD simulations when compared with time
independent ab initio calculations with an empirical continuum
solvent model is that the treatment of solute and solvent are
handled on an equal footing without external parametrization.
Nevertheless, the biggest problem in modeling fluid systems is
to treat the influence of the solvent in a satisfactory manner.
High level calculations are time- and resource-consuming, so
that it is often necessary to reduce the solvation environment
to small clusters; while empirical models, which more readily
can handle large systems, often neglect electronic effects.

An area which relies on a detailed description of solvation is
the hydration behavior of amines. The property of amines to
act as an ambivalent receptor for either cations8 or anions9,10

depends strongly on their solvation and the pH-value. Especially
the development of new separation processes for valuable or
toxic species requires an extensive knowledge of these factors
of influence.11,12 Also the great importance of amines in
biochemical reactions is mainly associated with their hydration
and/or protonation behavior. It is commonly accepted that the
irregular ordering of amine basicities is associated with solva-
tion. An early work by Rao and Singh13 has demonstrated that
particular properties of the solvation of amines could be modeled
by computational methods. In the 1990s several papers were
published that dealt with different methods, parameters, or
approaches in connection with amine hydration.14-21 More

recently, several new approaches and enhanced methods have
been published that move toward a detailed and comprehensive
description.22-25 Even so, in such studies it has to be concluded
that one or more parameters were generally described very well,
while others deviated significantly from the corresponding
experimental values. The goal of the present work was to attempt
an exact and detailed description of amine hydration without
using empirical parameters. In our approach both the amine itself
and also its protonated form were included in the overall
description.

II. Methods

A. Computational Details.All simulation systems contained
62 H2O molecules and the relevant amine/ammonium ion. All
hydrogen atoms were replaced by deuterium atoms to increase
the time step. This change did not affect the structural properties
of the system, only its motion and frequency, which were
decreased byx2 to a first approximation, corresponding to the
change in the moment of inertia. In the case of the ammonium
and methylammonium ions one deuterium nucleus was removed
from a randomly chosen water molecule to maintain charge
neutrality in the box. Average distances between the OH-

generated and the nitrogen atoms were calculated to be 6.5 Å
for all simulations. Furthermore, the distribution functionsgOO-
(r) for the OH- and the water oxygen atoms were calculated
and compared with the results of Tuckerman et al.26 The first
peak ofgOO(r) at 2.7 Å (calculated by Tuckerman et al.) was
reproduced well in this work. The first minimum at 3.5 Å was
found to be 0.5, which is significantly higher than the literature
value. Nevertheless, the distribution functions were nearly 1 at
greater distances (>4.5 Å). Reflecting this, the thermodynamic
and dynamic properties of the first shell surrounding the amines
are not expected to be affected by the presence of the hydroxide
ion.

A cubic supercell with a cell length ofa ) 12.4 Å was chosen
for the simulations, and periodic boundary conditions were
applied. To investigate whether the results were size-consistent,
classical MD runs were performed with the 4-fold axis length
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of the simulation box.27 The simulations showed that the
estimated second hydration sphere was fully described within
the simulation box, which is consistent with other reports.28,29

All simulations were performed using the CPMD package,30

starting from an equilibrated classical MD run. Using the Car-
Parrinello approach, the equations of motion were integrated
with a fictious electron mass of 600 au and a time step of 0.121
fs. All data were averaged from a microcanonical ensemble
(NVE) over a production run of 10 ps at 300 K. The gradient
corrected BLYP exchange-correlation functional was used to
compute the electronic structure within the Kohn-Sham
formulation, and a cutoff radius of 70 Ry was employed.31,32

Although the use of the BLYP functional leads to strong
decreased self-diffusion,2 it has been shown to provide a
reasonable description of the properties of aqueous systems.28

Pseudopotentials in Troullier-Martins form,33 which are present
in the CPMD program were transformed into the fully nonlocal
form by the Kleinman-Bylander separation procedure.34 Similar
approaches have been published and show good agreement with
experimental results.26,35-38

B. Calculation of pKa from the Distribution Functions. A
definition of the equilibrium constantKa for a protonation
reaction is given from the law of mass action:

From a statistical view eq 1 can be described as the relation of
probabilities, where the proton either belongs to the donor atom
or does not. If the concentration inside a simulation box of
volumeV is c0 andP(RC) is the probability of finding a proton
within a radiusRC from the donor atom,Ka can be expressed
by

It is obvious that the choice ofRC crucially influences the
estimatedKA values. The value 1.12 Å used forRC was
calculated from water-ammonium clusters based on density
functional theory with the B3LYP functional and the 6-311+G*
basis set. The free energy of the clusters was calculated using
stepwise elongation of one N-H bond and show a gradient
maximum atRC. Similar approaches have been published for
the self-ionization of water39 and the deprotonation of P(OH)5.40

III. Results and Discussion

A. Ammonia/Ammonium. Inspired by the work of Bruge
et al.,28 who described the rotational dynamics of the ammonium
ion by CPMD, we were led to undertake the simulation of the
ammonia/ammonium ion system as a first goal of the present
work. A trajectory for the ammonium ion was again calculated,
and the results were almost identical to those obtained by the
above authors. The differences in the pair correlation functions
g(NO) (Figure 1) beyond the first minimum were mainly a result
of the lower fictitious mass employed. During the simulation
of the ammonia system spontaneous protonation events were
observed, and these results were excluded from further analyses.
In general, a set of pair correlation functions (pair distribution
functions) were successful in describing a solvated system
completely. Comparisons of the resulting oxygen-oxygen
distribution and the water hydrogen-oxygen distribution with

those obtained by Todorova et al.2 or van Erp et al.29 confirm
that the chosen simulation conditions led to good agreement
with the prior results.

The distribution functions were generated from the trajectory
configurations taken every 20 fs, which is slightly longer than
the reorganization time of hydrogen bonds in water. For the
systems investigated the g(NO) function is of crucial importance
for gaining a deep insight into the amine solvation. As shown
in Figure 1, the difference between the different species is very
great. For the ammonium ion a clear first hydration sphere was
observed forg(NO) with a maximum of 2.9 at a distance of 2.8
Å. Integration up to the first minimum at 3.5 Å led to a
coordination number of around 5.4, which shows general
consistency with the published results of Bruge et al.28 The
slightly less structured distribution might be due to a smaller
fictitious mass42 used in this work. A completely different
picture was observed for ammonia. The nearest peak at 2.6 Å
is related to the N‚‚‚H-O hydrogen bond, where the nitrogen
atom acts as electron pair donor. A much broader plateau (2.8-
4.5 Å) is related to two different kinds of water molecules. The
water molecules, which interact weakly with the amine hydrogen
atoms, were placed at a distance of 2.8-3.3 Å, while those
placed between 3.2 and 4.5 Å were noninteracting with the
amine but interacted with a strongly bonded water molecule in
the first hydration sphere. The hydrogen bonds, analyzed and
averaged over all configurations, were compared with published
bond lengths from crystal structures41 and were in good
agreement (Table 1). As expected ammonia has a less structured
first hydration sphere and the interactions between the solvent
molecules seemed to be more geometry determined. Surprisingly
the coordination number calculated up to a distance of 3.5 Å is
7.2. This means that, on average, the ammonia molecule is
surrounded by two more water molecules than the ammonium
ion. These results were analyzed more precisely by aligning all
configurations of the trajectories to an N-H bond (ammonium
ion), or to the vector of the free electron pair (ammonia),
respectively. This alignment allowed a calculation of a density
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Figure 1. Partial distribution functionsg(NO) calculated from 10 ps
microcanonical production runs and smoothed about 0.2 Å by perform-
ing a running average using ten points. Results for ammonium were
represented by solid (this work) and dashed-dotted line (Bruge et al.28).
The dashed line represents the results for ammonia (this work).

TABLE 1: Averaged Hydrogen Bond Lengths [Å]

simulation average X-ray data41

donors N-H‚‚‚O N‚‚‚O N-H‚‚‚O N‚‚‚O

NH4
+ 1.93 2.94 1.95(1) 2.91(1)

CH3-NH2 3.02 2.016(6) 2.963(5)
CH3-NH3

+ 2.02 2.82 1.878(6) 2.963(5)

acceptors N‚‚‚H-O N‚‚‚O N‚‚‚H-O N‚‚‚O

NH3 1.74 2.68
CH3-NH2 1.78 2.74 1.88 2.84
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map (Figure 2) for the oxygen atoms surrounding the amine.
In agreement with the literature,28 the displayed isosurfaces of
oxygen density depict that in the case of ammonium a stable
cage of four water molecules is formed. Another water molecule
was found to enter the first hydration sphere in several positions.
The results for ammonia represent more delocalized hydrogen-
bonded water molecules and also additional water molecules
in the first hydration sphere, which are not hydrogen bonded to
ammonia. Figure 3 depicts the distribution functionsg(ND) and
g(D*O), which also show some interesting features. Integration
of g(D*O) up to the first minimum yielded to the coordination
numbers for the ammonia/ammonium hydrogen atoms. While
all ammonium hydrogen atoms are on average coordinated by
one water molecule, ammonia hydrogen atoms are only
coordinated by 0.7 water molecules. This result indicates also
that the first hydration sphere of ammonia is highly mobile. In
addition the nitrogen-water hydrogen distributionsg(ND)
(Figure 3b) show some differences between ammonia and
ammonium. The additional peak at 1.6 Å represents the
hydrogen bond involving the lone pair of the nitrogen. The peaks
for ammonium are shifted about 0.25 A away from the nitrogen
relative to those of ammonia.

B. Methylamine/Methylammonium. 1. Radial Distributions.
In a difference to the ammonium ion, neither methylamine nor
ammonium have been investigated by CPMD so far. As
observed for ammonia, some production runs of methylamine
showed a proton transfer from water to the amine, leading to
an associated ion pair. These results were excluded from the
calculation of the distribution functions and also in further
analyses.

The partial distribution functionsg(NO) and g(ND) are
displayed in Figure 4. Theg(NO) function for methylammonium
showed a similar trend to that of ammonium. While a distinct
first hydration sphere between 2.4 and 3.5 Å exists for the
protonated species, a second hydration sphere is hardly evident.
The observed small shoulder for methylammonium at 3.75 Å
belongs to the second hydration sphere but is fused with a peak
assigned to water molecules nearest to carbon. The nitrogen-
oxygen distribution for methylamine is characterized by a small
peak at 2.65 Å, which can be assigned to a water molecule
interacting strongly with the nitrogen lone pair. The distribution
between 3.0 and 5.3 Å is caused by different types of water
molecules. Amine-interacting water molecules were assigned
between 3.0 and 3.8 Å, while water molecules between 3.6 and
5.3 Å corresponded to a second hydration sphere. A comparison
of g(ND) (Figure 4b) showed only slight differences between
the calculations for the respective species. The additional peak
for methylamine at 1.7 Å was assigned to the deuterium atom
of the nearest coordinated water molecule, while the differences
between 3.2 and 4.6 Å are within statistical uncertainty.

Closer examination of the distribution functions with respect
to the protonation state, revealed some unexpected behavior.
Due to protonation the peak maximum shifted from 2.65 to 3.0
Å and rose from 1.5 to 2.1 for the nitrogen-oxygen distribution.
While the observed higher maximum (caused by additional
electrostatic interactions) was expected, the fact that the

Figure 2. Spatial distribution maps created with the VMD-software43

for the first hydration spheres of ammonia (left) and ammonium (right).
The isosurfaces were obtained from the average of all configurations
and represent 92% (red) and 97% (wireframe) of the oxygen density.

Figure 3. Partial distribution functions(a) g(ND) (D denotes water
hydrogen) and(b) g(D*O) (D* denotes amine hydrogen) calculated
from 10 ps microcanonical production runs and smoothed about 0.2 Å
by performing a running average using ten points. Solid and dashed
line represent ammonium and ammonia, respectively.

Figure 4. Partial distribution functions (a)g(NO) and (b)g(ND) (D
denotes water hydrogen) calculated from 10 ps microcanonical produc-
tion runs and smoothed about 0.2 Å by performing a running average
using 10 points. Solid and dashed lines represent methylammonium
and methylamine, respectively. The dashed dotted lines represent results
from Kusalik et al.22
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maximum occurred at a greater distance can only be explained
by steric interactions occurring between the water molecules
inside the first hydration sphere.

Methylamine was thoroughly studied by Kusalik et al.22 using
a different method. These authors obtained distribution functions
which are also displayed in Figure 4. Surprisingly theg(NO)
distribution for methylamine obtained by Kusalik et al. is similar
to the g(NO) function of methylammonium obtained in this
work. The peak maximum for the first hydration sphere of these
g(NO) functions differed by 0.5, but as shown by Kusalik et
al.22 this can be a consequence of the concentration of
methylamine in the solution.

2. Spatial Distributions. As shown by Kusalik et al.22

investigation of the spatial distribution of the water molecules
around the amine led to further insight into the nature of the
hydration.

All configurations of methylamine/ammonium were aligned
along the carbon-nitrogen and a ND* axis. An oxygen density
map was calculated (Figure 5) for these aligned configurations
and this aided a better understanding of the spatial distribution
around the amine functionality. For the unprotonated amine it
was found that only one water molecule was strongly hydrogen
bonded (with an O-H‚‚‚N bond), while both amine hydrogen
atoms were only involved in weak hydrogen bonds. Reflecting
the presence of these weak hydrogen bonds, the geometry of
the amine environment is determined by the water-water
interactions. A density map around the amine functionality
within a distance of 3.5 Å showed a less structured distribution
of the oxygen atoms compared with the map for ammonia. The
solid isosurface was calculated for 94% of oxygen density
(Figure 5), because 92% density (as used for ammonia (Figure
2)) led to an almost completely filled space around the amine.
Although the first minimum of theg(NO) function for methy-
lamine was found at 3.0 Å, the first hydration sphere includes
hydrogen-bonded water molecules at a distance of 3.45 Å.
Integration up to this radius led to a coordination number of
3.0 for methylamine.

In stark contrast to these results, the calculation for CH3-
NH3

+ showed a much more structured first hydration sphere
(Figure 5). The oxygen atoms were localized in the directions
of the ND* bonds, forming three strong hydrogen bonds. The
bond lengths of these hydrogen bonds are slightly larger than
those found for CH3NH2. Integration as above led to a
coordination number of 4.2 at the first minimum. This means
that an additional water molecule is present in the first hydration
sphere and it is without a discrete position. This result is in
good agreement with the results from the calculations for
ammonia and the ammonium ion: While the protonated species
show a highly structured first hydration sphere, with additional

weakly bonded water molecules, the unprotonated species each
show only one strong interaction.

C. Coordination Numbers and Residence Times.As
described by Bruge et al.,28 a stable cage of water molecules
was proposed to surround the ammonium ion, with an additional
water molecule entering the first hydration sphere in various
places. A similar (but not identical) behavior was proposed for
CH3NH3

+ in this study. In contrast to the results obtained by
the above authors, in the present study it was found that the
additional water entered the first hydration sphere between two
of the hydrogen-bonded water molecules and not in the plane
between all three. For the unprotonated species the water
molecules were found to exchange faster when weakly bonded
via N-H‚‚‚O bonds, while exchange for the N‚‚‚H-O bond
was not observed within the simulation time employed.

To confirm these results, a residence time according to the
definition of Impey et al.,44 based on the average coordination
numbern(t), was calculated:

The coordination number was obtained fromN atomic
configurations and allj water molecules of the system.Pj(tn, t)
was defined to be 1, if the water molecule was placed in the
hydration sphere at timetn andtn + t, otherwise it is defined to
be zero. At longer times,n(t) decays exponentially as e-t/τ, where
τ is by definition the residence time. The major residence time
was assigned to the hydrogen-bonded water molecules, while
the minor one was assigned to water molecules entering and
leaving the first hydration sphere without being hydrogen
bonded. The calculation of the coordination number and the
residence time for the different species using this algorithm leads
to the results displayed in Table 2.

The nonexchanged water molecules for the unprotonated
species were omitted in the calculations because no exchange
corresponds to infinite residence times. Both protonated mol-
ecules show a much higher major residence time, which is in
accord with a stable cage of water molecules surrounding the
protonated amine and additional water molecules entering this
sphere from time to time. It needs to be mentioned, those
residence times of 4.0/2.7 ps are less reliable when obtained
by averaging over a simulation time of 10 ps. Also, because
BLYP is now known to underestimate the self-diffusion
coefficient of pure liquid water,45 the calculated residence times
might be overestimated. Nevertheless, the values show the
existence of two kinds of mobility for the molecules within the
hydration spheres. For the nonprotonated amines the major
residence times are much smaller and the minor ones can be
neglected because they are of a similar time scale to the
reorganization times for hydrogen bonds in water (18 fs).

D. Exchange Mechanisms and pKa Values.The exchange
and the rotational mechanism were investigated in more depth
to obtain more detailed insight into the above results. Com-

Figure 5. Spatial distribution maps created with the VMD-software43

for the first hydration spheres of methylamine (left) and methyl-
ammonium (right). The isosurfaces were obtained from the average of
all configurations and represent 94% (red) and 97% (wireframe) of
the oxygen density.

TABLE 2: Calculated Coordination Numbers and Residence
Times

species
coordination

number

1st hydrogen
sphere radius

[Å]

residence times
τ [ps]

major (minor)

NH3 7.2 3.5 1.2 (0.03)
NH4

+ 5.4 3.5 4.0 (0.08)a

CH3NH2 3.0 3.45 1.5 (0.05)
CH3NH3

+ 4.2 3.45 2.7 (0.12)

a Taken from ref 28.

n(t) )
1

N
∑
n)1

N

∑
j

Pj(tn, t) (3)
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parison with the results of Bruge et al.28 shows a different
solvent exchange for the methyl substituted ammonium ion.
Reflecting the smaller residence time, about nine exchange
events of the directly bonded water molecules were observed.
Many additional events involving partial removal and re-entry
of water molecules were also observed in all simulations. Eight
of the nine observed exchanges can be described by the
rotational mechanism outlined in Figure 6.

Initially three almost identical hydrogen bonds exist (I), but
after a new water molecule enters the first hydration sphere,
the hydrogen bonds begin to differ (II). One hydrogen bond
becomes very strong (≈2.75 Å, æ(N+-H‚‚‚O) ) 180° ( 5°),
while the hydrogen bond next to the new water molecule become
quite weak (≈3.2 Å, æ(N+-H‚‚‚O) ) 140° ( 20°). This might
be caused by steric effects between the water molecules. The
third water molecule forms a bifurcated structure involving the
new solvent molecule. The original water molecule is removed
from the first hydration sphere in about 100-180 fs, while the
new one forms a moderately strong hydrogen bond. From this
point several pathways become possible. One involves the re-
stabilizing of the original hydrogen bonds (III), while another
gives rise to an additional exchange at the weakly bonded side
(IV). This additional exchange is calculated to be comparatively
fast (50-80 fs).

For ammonia and methylamine several exchange events were
observed, but no detailed exchange mechanism was elucidated.
In some cases the weakly bonded water molecules were
exchanged via a bifurcated structure with the new water
molecule. While in other cases the water molecule left the first
hydration sphere and subsequently a new one entered and
formed a hydrogen bond.

As noted above the probabilities of deprotonationP(RC) were
calculated for the protonated species from all configurations and
all simulations. For the ammonium ion more than 15 000 con-
figurations were analyzed, while for the methylammonium about
10 000 configurations were involved. As shown in Table 3 the
probabilities were calculated with high precision and led to pKa

values which agree very well with the experimental ones.46,47

While the chosenRC led to exact results, it is still necessary to
probe whether a similar choice is applicable to related molecules.

IV. Conclusions

In this study the solvation of ammonia/ammonium ion and
methylamine/methylammonium ion by DFT based molecular

dynamics simulation (CPMD) was investigated. The BLYP
functional used has been shown to reproduce the structures of
similar systems studied in good agreement with experimental
results.2,28

It was shown that the hydration spheres adjacent to the amine
or ammonium nitrogen atoms differ significantly. This is
apparent from the radial distribution functions and, in a more
detailed way, by the spatial distribution function for the water
oxygen around the nitrogen atoms. More precisely, the radial
distribution shows that the solvation structure of the different
species is identical beyond the first hydration shell, while inside
the hydration sphere the structure is quite different. The
unprotonated species show a similar behavior, with the lone
pair of each nitrogen strongly interacting with a water molecule.
The amine hydrogen atoms form only weak hydrogen bonds
with water, which undergoes comparably fast exchange. The
protonated species gives rise to a stable cage of water molecules
via formation of strong hydrogen bonds. The exchange of these
water molecules is rather slow, as shown by the calculated
residence times. Estimated coordination numbers show that
ammonia is on average coordinated by more water molecules
than ammonium, while in the case of methylamine the proto-
nated form has a higher coordination number. Furthermore, the
protonation constants were calculated from all data with high
precision and in good agreement with the experimental values.46

Finally, it is noted that the present results have implications for
the prediction of the basicity of alkyl amines in aqueous solution.
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